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Further Reading on Redistribution with Growth
Adelman, I. and Morris, C. T., Economic Growth
and Social Equity in Developing Countries,
Stanford University Press, 1973. Especially
chapter 4, which examines for 43 developing
countries the association between a number of
socio-economic variables (e.g. degree of
government economic activity, structure of
foreign trade, political participation) and
pattern of income distribution.
A.M., 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,'
Economic and Political Weekly (Bombay)
vol. X no. 18, 3 May 1975, pp. 725-727. Caustic
review of RwG: the World Bank as an "ageing
Prufrock" learning "facts of life" already
familiar to the rest of the world, and untrust-
worthy in its response to them.
Baran, Paul, 'On the Political Economy of Back-
wardness', The Manchester School of Economic
and Social Studies, vol. XX no. 1 (January
1952), pp. 66-84. Classic analysis of the general
problem of structural change in LDCs.
Cline, W. R., 'Distribution and development: a
survey of literature', Journal of Development
Economics, 1 (4), February 1975, pp. 359-400.
Concludes that an "eclectic approach to income
distribution theory" is required; also that recent
studies suggest a "largely neutral effect" of
income redistribution on growth.
ILO World Employment Programme, Biblio-
graphy on Income Distribution (by) Felix
Paukert and Michael Farbman, mimeo, 48 pp.
ILO, Geneva, September 1973.
ILO, Employment Incomes and Equality: a
strategy for increasing productive employment
in Kenya, (Report of ILO Kenya mission)
ILO, Geneva, 1972. The first mention of
'Redistribution with Growth', with an attempt
to show its implications.
Lehmann, David, (cd), Agrarian Reform and
Agrarian Reformism, Faber, London, 1974.
For discussion of the nature of the agrarian
regime in developing countries and the influence
it can exert (cf. chs. V and VI of RwG).
Leys, Colin, 'Interpreting African Underdevelop-
ment: reflections on the ILO report on
employment, incomes and equality in Kenya',
African Affairs, vol. 72 no. 289, October 1973,
pp. 419-429.
McNamara, Robert S., Annual Address to the
Board of Governors of the World Bank Group
(Nairobi) IBRD, Washington, September 1973.
Suggests a shift to focus on poverty and
redistribution.
Raj, K. N. 'The Politics and Economics of
"Intermediate Regimes"', Economic and
Political Weekly. vol. VIII, 7 July 1973, pp.
1189-1198. Discusses the 'highly heterogeneous'
social structure of underdeveloped countries;
and the consequent absence of preponderant
social groups committed either to redistribution,
or to accumulation for growth.
Sen, A. K., On Economic Inequality, OUP,
London, 1972. Wide-ranging and readable study
of possible approaches to the measurement of
economic enequality. Both theoretical and
practical problems considered.
Srinivasan, T. N., and Bardhan, P. K., (eds),
Poverty and Income Distribution in India,
Statistical Publishing Society, Calcutta, 1974.
United Nations Research Institute for Social
Development, Distribution of Income and
Economic Growth: Concepts and Issues, (by)
Nancy Baster, UNRISD Geneva, 1970. A brief
(80 pp.) survey in many respects parallel to the
RwG discussion.
Weeks, John, 'Imbalance between the centre
and periphery and the "employment crisis" in
Kenya', in I. Oxaal et. al (eds.)., Beyond the
Sociology of Development (Routledge and
Kegan Paul, London, 1975), pp. 86-104.
Criticises "redistribution with growth"
approach of the ILO Kenya mission.
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